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ABSTRACT 

The kinematics model of a multilink robot manipulator involves the solution 

of an inverse problem. The use of fuzzy logic based linguistic rules 

demonstrates superior performance over classical. computationally intensive 

and yet approximate solutions for the target position control and tracking 

control of a multilink robot arm. A new approach to fuzzy distance and 

restriction measures is used to obtain the appropriate orientations of the links 

for avoiding obstacles in the robot trajectories. This approach eliminates the 

classical task of solving highly coupled. nonlinear equations describing the ill

posed inverse problems of multilink robot motion at a much less demanding 

computational time. Such clear advantages of fuzzy logic based adaptive 

controllers are illustrated by simulation results of guidance of a multilink robot 

in target positioning and trajectory tracking. The simulation results involve a 

three-link robot arm with the capability of moving from one position to any 

desired position and tracking defined trajectories accurately. A modified fuzzy 

rule based distance measure allows the robot to follow trajectories without 

hitting the obstacles in the path. The simulation results indicate the advantage 

of fuzzy logic based adaptive controllers in multiple criteria decision-making 

tasks. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION OF ROBOTICS 

1.1 Background 

With a pressing demand for increased productivity and delive:ry of end 

products of uniform quality. indust:ry is turning more and more toward 

computer-based automation. Capable of performing a variety of manufacturing 

functions in a flexible working environment and at low production costs. robots 

have been widely used in manufacturing and assembly tasks. such as material 

handling. spot/ arc welding. parts assembly. paint spraying. space and 

undersea exploration and in handling hazardous materials. 

The Robot Institute of America defines robot as " a re-programrnable 

multi-functional manipulator designed to move materials. parts. tools. or 

specialized devices. through variable programmed motions for the 

performances of a variety of tasks." With this definition. a robot must have 

intelligence, which is usually due to computer algorithms associated with its 

control and sensing systems [Fu 1987]. 

An industrial robot is a general-purpose. computer-controlled 

manipulator comprising several rigid links connected in series by revolute or 

prismatic joints. One end of the chain is fixed to a supporting base. while the 

other end is free and equipped with a tool. or end effector. to manipulate 

objects or perform an assembly task. The motion of the joints resuHs in relative 

motion of the links. 

Most of today's industrial robots. though controlled by mini- and micro

computers. are basically simple positional machines. They perform a defined 



task by playing back prerecorded or preprogrammed sequences of motions that 

have been previously guided or taught by a user with a hand-held control-teach 

box. They are equipped with little or no e.x.iernal sensors for obtaining the 

information about their working environment. As a result. robots are used 

mostly in relatively simple. repetitive tasks. To improve the overall performance 

of the manipulator system. more research effort is being directed in many 

interdisciplinary areas. including kinematics. dynamics. planning systems. 

control. sensing. programming languages. and machine intelligence. 

1.2 Robot Arm Kinematics 

Robot arm kinematics deals with the analytical study of the geometry of 

the motion of a robot arm with respect to a fixed reference coordinate system 

without considering the forces and moments that generate the motion [Fu 

1987]. Thus. kinematics deals with the analytical description of the spatial 

displacement of the links of a robot arm as a function of time. in particular the 

relations between the joint-variable space and the position and orientation of 

the end-effector of a robot arm. 

There are two basic problems in robot arm kinematics: direct (or 

fmward) kinematics and inverse kinematics. Solving the direct kinematics 

problem is equivalent to finding the mapping from joint space to Cartesian 

space. while solving the inverse kinematics problem is equivalent to finding an 

inverse mapping from tool-configuration space back to joint space. A summary 

of the relationship between the two forms of the kinematics problem is shown 

in Fig. 1- l. 



Direct {p.R) q 

' / Kinematics 

equattO:')S 
Joint space Cartesia n space 

Inverse 

Kinema!tcs II 
I' q equations {p.R) 

....__ -

Figure 1-1 Direct and Inverse Kinematics. 

1.2. 1 Direct kinema tics 

The direct kinematics problem ca n be formally a ddressed as: given the 

vector of joint va ria ble q of a robot manipulator. find out the position p a nd 

orientation R of the end effector with respect to a coordinate fra me attach ed to 

the robot base [Schilling 1990]. 

Denavit a nd Hartenberg proposed a sys tema tic and generalized method 

(D-H algorithm) of u sing matrix a lgebra to represent and describe the spatia l 

geometry of the links of a robot arm with respect to a fixed reference frame 

[Denavit and Hartenberg 1955]. Successive transforma tions between adjoining 

coordinate fra mes. starting at the end effector to the base of the robot. then led 

to the arm ma trix. The arm ma trix represents the position a nd orien tation of 

the end effector in the base fra me as a function of the joint variables. 

1.2 .2 Inver se Kinema tics 

The inverse kinema tics problem can be cha racterized as: given a desired 

position p and orien lation R for the end effector and the geometric link 

parameters with respect to a reference coordina te sys tem. determine values for 

the joint varia bles q which ca n realize the predefined robot end effector position 

and orientation. 
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The inverse kinematics problem is more difficult than the direct 

kinematics problem because a systematic closed-form solution for general 

robots is not available. In addition. the closed-form solutions are not unique. 

Since the independent variables in a robot arm are the joint varic.bles. and a 

task is usually given in the Cartesian space. the inverse kinematics problem is 

used more frequently. Indeed. a key to make robots more versatile lies in using 

feed-back from external sensors such as tactile arrays and vision. External 

sensors provide information about part location and part orientation directly in 

terms of Cartesian space variables. It is then necessary to use this information 

to determine appropriate values for the joint variables to properly configure the 

end effector. A number of investigators have proposed various methods such as 

the matrix algebraic [Denavit 1956]. iterative [Dicker 1964]. or geometric 

approaches [Lee 1984]. Conventionally. the matrix algebraic method has been 

studied by many investigators. A well-known matrix algebraic method 

suggested by Lovass-Nagy will be discussed in Chapter II. 

1.3 Redundancy 

Redundancy has been introduced into various systems that need high 

reliability. such as aircraft. spacecraft and industry robots. 

A kinematically redundant manipulator is a robot arm which has more 

axes or degrees of freedom (d.o.f.) than are necessary to establish an arbitrary 

position and orientation of the end effector. For example. a rigid body has three 

d.o.f. for translation and three d.o.f. for rotation. The arbitrary adjustment of 6 

d.o.f. inside a well defined working space can be achieved with a robot arm 

with 6 joints only. The set of tasks achievable by the manipulator with a 



smaller number of joints is limited. In the case of a higher number of d.o.f. 

than necessary a robot manipulator can execute the task in different ways. 

Redundant manipulators have several potential advantages over non 

redundant robot arms. In a work space cluttered with obstacles. the extra 

degrees of freedom can be utilized to reach around or between obstacles and 

thereby manipulate otherwise unobtainable parts. In addition. redundant joints 

might also be employed to avoid internal joint limits and degenerate or singular 

configurations of the arm which are associated with very high joint velocities. 

Chapter II discusses the control problems of a kinematically redundant 

multilink robot arm and presents a conventional matrix algebraic control 

model. Chapter III introduces fuzzy sets and advantages of fuzzy rule based 

control. Chapter IV develops a fuzzy rule based controller for a 3-link planar 

robot arm. Chapter V presents the simulation results of trajectory tracking and 

obstacle avoidance by a 3-link planar robot arm using the conventional matrix 

algebraic method and a fuzzy rule based controller. Finally. Chapter VI 

discusses the advantages of the proposed fuzzy logic controller for a multilink 

robot arm and future work. 
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CHAPTER II 

CONTROL OF KINI<:MATICALLY REDUNDANT ROBOT 

There are two kinds of tasks in robot arm control: target positioning and 

tracking. The goal of tracking control is to guide the end effector along a 

defined trajectory given in the Cartesian space. The goal of target position 

control is to lead the end effector from an initial position to a desired position 

within the working space. For target position control. generally. a two-point 

boundary problem needs to be solved to obtain a path in the Cartesian space. 

Since there are an infinite number of solutions. an optimization procedure is 

needed to obtain a unique solution and it is very computationally expensive. 

After the path is defined. the problem of target position control becomes the 

problem of trajectory tracking control. Obviously. both control tasks involve the 

inverse kinematics problem which require converting the Cartesian space to the 

Joint space. The problem of the control of a redundant robot arm, the so 

called inverse kinematics problem. becomes the determination of internal joint 

values if a task is predefined in operational space. It is very complex because of 

the high nonlinearity and coupling effect of a robot mechanism and there is no 

analytical closed-form solution for a general robot manipulator. 

Differential kinematics of robot manipulators were introduced by 

Whitney . He proposed that we use differential relationships to solve for the 

joint motion from a given Cartesian motion of the end-effector [Whitney 1969]. 

The relationship between the end-effector velocity and the joint velocity is 

described by a linear algebraic equation. The coefficient of the linear equation 

6 



is the Jacobian matrbc: and a nonlinear function of the joint angles. This 

method is well knO\vn as resolved motion rate control. 

The inverse can be solved by including additional conditions such as 

external restrictions (e.g.. obstacles) and internal restrictions (boundary 

positions of the links). An approach proposed by Lovass-Nagy which is based 

on the use of the generalized inverse is useful for optimizing with respect to 

some motion criteria [Lovass-Nagy 1987] . 

2. 1 Jacobian Matrbc: 

The control of the motion of a manipulator end effector is accomplished 

indirectly by controlling the rates at which the individual joints are driven. The 

kinematics model of an n-axis robot arm can be described as a system of m 

nonlinear algebraic equations in the following general form: 

X = j(q). (2.1) 

Here the vector XE ~ denotes the position and orientation of the end 

effector within the workspace and represents a point in Cartesian space. 

Similarly. qE R? is the vector of joint variables. and it represents a point in the 

joint space of the manipulator. For an articulated coordinate robot the 

components of q are simply the joint angles. More generally. q consists of a 

combination of joint angles for the revolute joints and joint distances for the 

prismatic joints. 

Given a desired trajectory x(t) in Cartesian space RITl. we need to find a 

corresponding trajectory q(t) in joint space R0 that is consistent with the 

kinematics model. One approach to this problem is to differentia te the 
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kinematics model with respect to time and thereby reformulate the problem in 

terms of configuration space velocity and joint space velocity as follows: 

x = J(q)q (2.2) 

where J(q) = dj(q) I dq is the m x n Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives off 

evaluated at the operating point q. It relates the velocity of the joints in joint 

space to the velocity of the end effector in Cartesian space. The inverse 

Jacobian relates the velocity of the end effector in Cartesian space to the joint 

velocities. 

The number of rows in the Jacobian depends on the number of degrees 

of freedom in Cartesian space required by the task which is in turn determined 

by the degrees of mobility of the manipulator and task constraints. The number 

of columns in the Jacobian is determined by the number of joints in the 

manipulator. that is the degrees of mobility in joint space. If there are more 

colunms than rows. then the manipulator is redundant. That is. the number of 

degrees of mobility of the manipulator is greater than the number of degrees of 

freedom required by the task. and we have multiple inverse solutions. 

2.2 Generalized Inverse and Pseudo inverse 

A generalized inverse of a matrix A E Rmxn is a matrix X = A - 1 
E Rn "m 

satisfying: 

AXA=A. (2.3) 

f t . A Rm x n . t . X A# Rn x m A pseudo inverse o a rna nx E 1s a rna nx = E 

satisfying the following conditions: 

AXA=A 

XAX = X 

8 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 



(2.6) 

(2. 7) 

A pseudo inverse is sometimes called the Moore-Penrose inverse after 

the pioneering works by Moore (Moore 1935] and Penrose (Penrose 1955]. 

2.3 A General Solution of Inverse Kinematics 

A redundant manipulator yields n-m redundant d.o.f which can be used 

freely with regard to various criteria for the joint position. Corresponding 

investigations have been done by Liegois [Liegois 1977] and Lovass-Nagy 

[Lovass-Nagy 1987]. The main idea is to solve the inverse problem as follows: 

dq = J1. dx + (J2. J- I) . y . (2.8) 

Jl and J2 are generalized inverse matrices and I is the nxn identity matrix and 

y is an nx 1 vector. 

The choice of y has to be based on the basis of corresponding criteria of 

optimization. 

The validity of (2.8) can be proved with the attributes of the generalized 

inverse by 

J . dq = J. J1 · J . dq + (J . J2. J- J) . y = dx . (2.9) 

The nxm matrix J 1 can be obtained by inversion of the mxm sub matrix 

Jsubi with 

jdet(J1subi}j-7 max. (2. 10) 

With this. the next point in the trajectory xis completed by a minimal 

change of the corresponding coordinates. The locations of the remaining n-m 

joints are kept constant. As a result. the matrix 
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(2. 1 1) 

9ni 9n2 9nm 

has m linearly independent rows. The remaining n-m rows contain null 

elements. If. because of internal restrictions. the motion computed cannot be 

performed. another mxm sub matrix of J is selected for inversion. The solution 

of the inverse Jl is. in a hierarchical sense. a local one with a local criterion 

{Palm 19921. 

The second term of (2.8) is the projection of a vector z onto the null

space of J. The matrix J2 is usually selected as the pseudo inverse with the 

attributes given by (2.4)-(2. 7). 

This selection is. although very computationally time consuming. favored 

because J2 guarantees the solution of (2.8) with minimum norm for dx=O. 

Considering (2.6) and (2.8) . we have 

J 2 = JT. (J . JT(l. (2.12) 

The vector y can be determined according to certain restrictions. For 

example: Let 

l N ( )2 
H =-I qi -ai 2 

N i=l (ai - qiM) 
(2.13) 

be the criterion for which minimization guarantees a large distance of the joints 
.......... 

from their internal boundaries with qim the minimum boundary. qiM the 

l 
maximum boundary. N the number of joints and ai = 

2 
(qim + qiM ). An 

appropriate control vector y can be obtained by taking the derivative of H as a 

Lyapunov function 

10 



{2.14) 

In the particular case d.x=O. H is negative definite with the control law 

q=-K · VHq (2. 15) 

where K is an (nxn)-matrix with positive eigenvalues. 

From this we have 
. T 

H=-{VHq) ·K · (VHq). (2.16) 

A matrix with the above-mentioned attributes which fulfills (2.8) is 

K = a · (I - J2 · J) (2.17) 

where a is scalar. positive. The elements of yare denoted as 

iJH 2 q . -a. 
Yi=a · VH · =a-=a·- I I 2' 

ql iJqi N { ai - qiM ) 
(2. 18) 

With the above procedures. the inverse problem of a redundant robot 

arm using a conventional matrix algebraic method can be solved. 
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CHAPTER III 

FUZZ¥ SETS AND FUZZ¥ LOGIC CONTROL 

As general tools for dealing with complexity independent of the 

particular content of concern. the theory of fuzzy sets and the various 

mathematical descriptions and measurements of uncertainty and information 

have a virtually unlimited applicability [Klir 1988] . Successful applications 

have been made in various areas as numerous and diverse as engineering, 

psychology. artificial intelligence. medicine. ecology. decision theory. pattem 

recognition. information retrieval. sociology, and meteorology. The theory of 

fuzzy sets has been receiving more and more recognition as a valid and useful 

extension of classical mathematics and will undoubtedly continue to constitute 

an important framework for further investigations into proper representations 

of uncertainty, information and complexity. 

During the past several years. fuzzy control has emerged as one of the 

most active and fruitful areas for research in the application of fuzzy set theory. 

The pioneering research of Mamdani and his colleagues on fuzzy logic control 

was motivated by Zadeh's seminal papers on the linguistic approach and 

system analysis based on the theory of fuzzy sets [Mamdani 1975]. Recent 

applications of fuzzy control in water quality control. automatic container crane 

operation systems. elevator control. nuclear reactor control. automobile 

transmission control and fuzzy logic controller hardware systems have pointed 

the way for an effective utilization of fuzzy control in the context of complex ill

defined processes that can be controlled by a skilled human operator without 

the knowledge of their underlying dynamics. 
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3 . 1 Fuzzy Sets 

The crisp set forms the cornerstone of any mathematical tool used. The 

crisp set is defined in such a way as to categorize the individuals in some given 

universe of discourse into two groups: members (those that certainly belong in 

the set) and nonmembers (those that do not). A sharp. definite distinction 

exists between the members and nonmembers of the class or the category 

described by a crisp set. 

Sometimes it happens that this distinction may easily be made since the 

categories we are working with are precise and well-defined. However. in many 

engineering tasks. we confront ill-defined classes such as tall man, high 

temperature. significant. etc. The transition from member to nonmember is 

gradual rather than abrupt. We need to construct a convenient. flexible and 

easy-to understand tool for handling fuzziness mentioned above. An idea of 

fuzzy sets originally formulated by Zadeh formed a necessary step in this 

direction [Zadeh 1965]. 

The fuzzy set introduces fuzziness with the goal of reducing complexity 

by eliminating the abrupt boundary dividing members of the class from 

nonmembers. It changes the original basic notion of a set. allowing the grades 

of belonging to vary from complete exclusion (0) up to complete belonging (1). 

while in set theory only two border values are discussed. The higher the value 

of the membership of a certain object in the fuzzy set. the stronger the link of 

the object to the class is reported. 

13 



3. 1. 1 Tern1inology 

In set theory. one can often meet a so-called characteristic function of 

the set A. XA(x). defined as XA : X _. {0. 1} taking its value in the {0. l} set 

such that 

XA = { 
1, 

0, 

if XE A 

otherwise · 
(3.1) 

This function can be generalized so that the values assigned to the 

elements of the universal set fall within a specified range and indicate the 

membership grade of these elements in the set. 

Let Ube a collection of objects denoted generically by {u}. which could be 

discrete or continuous. U is called the universe of discourse and u represents 

the generic element of U. 

A fuzzy set F in a universe of discourse U is characterized by a 

membership function mF which takes values in the interval [0.1] namely. J..lP. U 

---t [0.1]. A fuzzy set may be viewed as a generalization of the concept of a crisp 

set whose membership function only takes two values {0. 1}. Thus a fuzzy set F 

in U may be represented as a set of ordered pairs of a generic element u and its 

grade of membership function: 

F = {<u,~F(u)lu E u}. 

When U is continuous. a fuzzy set F can be written as 

F= Ju~F(u)/u. 

When U is discrete. a fuzzy set F is represented as 

n 
F= L~r(u)/ui. 

i= l 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

The support of a fuzzy set F is the crisp set of all points u in U such that 

J..l.f{u) is positive. In particular. the element u at which J..lF =.5 is called the 

14 



crossover point and a fuzzy set whose support is a single point in U with ~F 

= 1.0 is called fuzzy singleton. A is a subset of B. denoted A c B . if and only if~ 

A(u)::;~.B{u). for all u in U. 

3 . 1.2 Fuzzy Set Operations 

Let A and B be two fuzzy sets in U with membership functions ~A and ~8• 

respectively. The set operations of union. intersection and complement for fuzzy 

sets are defined via their membership functions as follows. 

The membership function ~Ava of the union Au B is pointwise defined for 

all UE Uby 

~AvB (u)=max { ~A(u}. ~8(u) }. (3.5} 

The membership function ~MB of the intersection An B is pointwise 

defined for all uE U by 

~MB (u)=min { ~A(u}. ~8(u} }. (3.6) 

The membership function ~A of the complement of a fuzzy set A is 

pointwise defined for all UE U by 

JlA (u) = 1- UA (u). (3.7) 

If A 1· .... ... An are fuzzy sets in U1 ....... Un. respectively. the Cartesian 

product of A 1. ····· ·, An is a fuzzy set in the product space U1 X···· ·X Un with the 

membership function 

llAJ X···XA" (u1,u2 I ... un) =min {J.! Al (ul ), ... , JlA, (un )} (3.8) 

or 

llA
1
x--- xA, (ut ,u2, .. . un) = llA

1 
(ul )· llA

2 
(u2) .. ·JlA" (un). (3.9) 

A fuzzy relation R from a set A to a s et B is a fuzzy subset of the 

Cartesian product AxB. ( AxB is the collection of ordered pa irs (a. b). a E A. b E 
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B ). R is characterized by a bivariate membership function IJ...R(a. b) and is 

expressed 

R = J..,xBill<(a,b) I (a,b) . (3. 10) 

More generally. for an n-ary fuzzy relation R which is a fuzzy subset of X 1 xX2x .. 

··><Xn. we have 

(3. 11) 

If R and S are fuzzy relations in UxV and VxW. respectively. then the 

sup-star composition of R and S is a fuzzy relation denoted by Ro S and defined 

by 

R o S = {[ (u, w),sup(J.l.R (u, v)* Jls ( v, w )) ], u E U I v E VI wE W} (3. 12) 

where * could be any operator in the class of triangular norms. namely, 

minimum. algebraic product. bounded product. or drastic product. 

3.2 Linguistic Variables 

A fuzzy number Fin a continuous universe U. is a fuzzy set Fin U which 

is normal and convex. i.e .. 

max!J..F{u) = 1. (normal) 
ueU 

J.lF{I .. u1 + (1- A.)u2 ) ~ min(!J..F(u1).).1F(u2 )).1.. E [0.1]. (convex) 
(3.13) 

The use of fuzzy sets provides a basis for a systematic way for the 

manipulation of vague and imprecise concepts. In particular. we can use fuzzy 

sets to describe linguistic variables. A linguistic variable can be considered 

either as a variable whose value is a fuzzy number or as a variable whose 

values are labels of sentences in a natural or artificial language. 

More specifically. a linguistic variable is characterized by a quintuple 

(x.T(x). U. G. M) in which xis the name of variable; T(x) is the term set of x. 
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that is . the set of names of linguistic values of x with each value for gen erating 

the names of values of x: and M is a sema ntic rule for associa ting with each 

value its meaning. For example. if speed is interpreted as a linguis tic variable. 

then its term set T(speed) could be T(speed)={slow. medium. fast. very s low. 

less fast, ... } where each term in T(speed) is cha racterized by a fuzzy set in a 

universe of discourse U=[O.lOO). We might interpret "slow" as "a speed below 

about 30mph." "medium" as "a speed close to 45mph." and "fast" as "a s peed 

above about 60mph." These terms can be cha racterized as fuzzy sets whose 

membership functions are shown. in Figure 3 - 1. 
fl 

slow medium fast 
1.0 

0 
30 45 60 speed(mph) 

Figure 3-1 Diagrammatic representa tion of linguis tic variable speed. 

By using the type of linguistic descriptions employed by humans ins tead 

of quantified variables. we acquire a capa bility to deal with system s which a re 

much too complex to be susceptible to a na lysis in conventional mathematical 

terms. 

3.3 Fuzzy logic a nd Approximate Reasoning 

Fuzzy logic is concerned with the forma l principles of approximate 

reasoning, with precise reasoning viewed as a limiting case. Unlike 

conventional logical systems. fuzzy logic a ims a t modeling the inex2.ct modes of 

reasoning that play a n essential role in the remarkable human ability to make 

rationa l decisions in a n environment of uncerta inty and imprecision. This 
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ability depends. in turn. on our ability to infer an approximate answer to a 

question based on a store of knowledge that is imprecise. incomplete. or not 

totally reliable. The chains in fuzzy logic are short in length. and rigor does not 

play as important a role as it does in classical logical systems. Everything in 

fuzzy logic. including truth. is a matter of degree. 

In fuzzy logic and approximate reasoning. there are two important fuzzy 

implication inference rules named the generalized modus ponens (GMP) and 

the generalized modus tollens (GMT): 

premise l: x is A'. 

premise 2: if x is A then y is B. 

consequence: y is B' 

premise l: y is B'. 

premise 2: if xis A then y is B. 

consequence: x is A'. 

(GMP) 

(GMT) 

The fuzzy implication inference is based on the compositional rule of 

inference for approximate reasoning proposed by Zadeh [Zadeh 1973]. Here we 

introduce fuzzy sets A, A'. B. B' via linguistic variables x. y instead of crisp sets 

in the conventional logic. The GMP. which reduces to "modus ponens" when 

A'=A and B'=B. is closely related to the fonvard data-driven inference which is 

particularly useful in fuzzy logic control. The GMT. which reduces to "modus 

tollens" when B'=not B and A'=not A. is closely related to the backward goal

driven inference which is commonly used in expert systems. especially in the 

field of medical diagnosis. 
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If R is a fuzzy relation in UxV. and x is a fuzzy set in U. then the "sup

star compositional rule of inference" asserts that the fuzzy set y in V induced 

by x is given by 

y=xoR. (3. 14) 

where x oR is the sup-star composition of x and R. If the star represents the 

minimum operator. then this definition reduces to Zadeh's composition rule of 

inference. 

3.4 Fuzzy Logic Control 

Fuzzy logic provides an effective method of capturing the approximate. 

inexact nature of the real world. From this point of view. the essential part of 

the fuzzy logic controller (FLC) is a set of linguistic control rules related by the 

dual concepts of fuzzy implication and the compositional rule of inference. In 

essence. the FLC provides an algorithm which can convert the linguistic control 

strategy based on expert knowledge into an automatic control strategy. The 

methodology of the FLC is very useful when the processes are too complex for 

analysis by traditional qualitative techniques or when the a vaila ble sources of 

information are interpreted qualitatively, imprecisely. or uncertainly [Lee 1990]. 

Many different types of FLCs have been proposed since Dr. Mamdani 

wrote the first algorithm for a dynamic plant in 1974 [Mamdani 1974]. They 

are variations of the basic model shown in Figure 3-2. 

The FLC consist of four principal components: a fuzzification interface. a 

knowledge ba se. decision-making logic. and a defuzzification interfa ce. 

The fuzzificaiion interface comprises the following functions: 

(i) measures the physical values of the input va riables . 
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{ii) performs a scale mapping that converts the range of values of 

input variables into corresponding universes of discourse. 

Process Output 

& State Controlled 

System 

Control Input 

Nonfuzzy 

Figure 3-2 Basic Fuzzy Logic Control Model. 

(iii) performs the function of fuzzification that transfers input data 

into suitable linguistic values which may be viewed as labels of fuzzy sets. 

The knowledge base con sists of a knowledge of the application domain 

and the attendant control goals. It comprises a "da ta base" and a "linguistic 

(fuzzy) control rule base": 

(i) the data base supplies n ecessary definitions. which are used to 

define linguistic control rules and fuzzy data manipulation in an FLC. 

(ii) the rule base characterizes the control goals a nd control policy 

of the domain experts by the u se of a set of linguistic control rules. 

The decision making logic is the kernel of a n FLC: it is capable of 

simulating human decision-ma king based on fuzzy con cepts and inferring 

fuzzy control actions by u sing fuzzy implication and the rules of inference in 

fuzzy logic. 

The defuzzification interface involves the following functions: 

(i) a scale ma pping. which tra n sfers the ra nge of values of output 

variables into the corresponding universe of discourse. 
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(ii) defuzzification. which generates a nonfuzzy control action from 

an inferred fuzzy control action. 

Application of such a fuzzy controller to a multilink robot arm is 

considered in Chapter IV. An example of the simplicity of the design of a fuzzy 

controller for a typical nonlinear system is shown below. 

3.5 Example 

3 .5 . 1 System Description 

An inverted pendulum is shown as follows (Figure 3-3) : 

m 

u 
M 

Figure 3-3 Inverted Pendulum System. 

The goal of the controller is to keep the pole. i.e .. an inverted pendulum. 

in the vertical position. i.e .. 9=0. The pole is a narrow. uniform rod. There is no 

friction at the pivot and the cart moves only in one direction along a frictionless 

track. The dynamic equations of the system are as follows: 

.. 2u 2mg (9) x = - tan 
2M+m 2M+m 

(3. 15) 

-- - 2 ( M + m) -g -sin ( 9) u 
9 = tan ( 9) . 9 + -

(2 M+ m) .f. cos2 (9) (2M+ m) ·l· cos(9 ) 
(3. 16) 
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We define the state variables of the system as the cart's position. the 

cart's velocity. the pole's angle and angular velocity. respectively. 

x 2 =x (3. 17a} 

x1 =x (3.17b) 

x 3 = e (3. l7c} 

x4 =e. (3.17d) 

Assume that all the state variables are available from suitable sensors. 

We can derive the state vector differential equation as follows: 

x = 2u _ 2mg . tan(x ) 
2 2M+m 2M+m 3 

u . ( } 2(M + m) · g · sin(x3) 
X = tan X · X + - --------:---:-

4 3 4 (2M+ m) .z. cos2 (x3 ) (2M+ m) ·l· cos(x3 ) 

If e is small, we have the following approximation: 

sin(e):::: e 

cos(e) == 1 

(3.18a) 

(3.18b) 

(3 .18c} 

(3.18d) 

(3 . 19) 

When the angle deviation is small, the system can be linearized and the 

state equations become 

0 1 0 0 xl 
0 

xi 2mg 2 
x2 0 0 2M+m 0 x2 2M+m (3.20) = 0 + 0 u 
x3 0 0 2(M + m)g 

1 x 3 1 
x4 0 0 (2M+ m)l 0 x 4 (2M+ m)l 

We can use a linear controller for the linearized system. 
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3.5.2 Fuzzy Logic Controller Design 

In order to balance the pole in the vertical position. we apply an 

appropriate horizontal force to the carl. The relationship bel ween the control 

force u and the state variables can be determined by human operator's 

knowledge described in natural language. For example. if the pole is leaning 

slightly to the right in which case the angle deviation is positive small and the 

angular velocity is about zero. then we need to apply a small force to the right. 

Let e and e be the input and u be the output of the controller. we can design 

the FLC with the rule base shown in Table 3-1 and the corresponding 

membership function shown in Figure 3-4. 

e 

Table 3-1 The Rule Base for Inverted Pendulum System. 
e 

u NB NS ZE 

NB NB NB NB 

NS NB NS NS 

ZE NB NS ZE 

PS NS ZE PS 

PB NS PS PB 

PS 

NS 

ZE 

PS 

PS 

PB 

PB 

PS 

PS 

PB 

PB 

PB 
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NB: negative big 
NS: negative small 
ZE: zero 
PS: positive small 
PB: positive big 



NB NS ZE PS PB 

><AX>< 
1 

e 

- rr/2 -rr/4 - 1t/8 0 rrt8 1t/4 1t/2 
NB NS ZE PS PB 

e ><AX>< 
-4 -2 0 2 4 

NB NS ZE PS PB 

u ><AX>< 
-40 -20 -10 0 10 20 40 

Figure 3-4 Control Variable Membership Functions. 

3.5.3 Simulation Result 

The fuzzy logic controller was verified and compared with the linear 

feedback controller by simulating an inverted pendulum specified by the 

following parameters: 

M = 1 (kg) 

m = . 1 (kg) 

L = .25 (m) 

the mass of the cart. 

the mass of the pendulum. 

the length of the pendulum. 

g = 9.8 (m/ s2) the gravity constant. 

T = .Ols the sample rate. 

Figure 3 -5 and Figure 3-6 show the simulation result of the linearized 

system with a linear feedback controller and the fuzzy logic controller 

respectively. Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8 show the simulation result of the 

nonlinear system. Under the same initia l conditions. these two comparisons 
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demonstrate that the fuzzy logic controller needs less sellling time and requires 

less control force (energy) than the linear feedback controller does. 

20 1 

Angla(degraa) -solod Angle Velocoty(degree/sec)-dashed 

0~--~--~~--------~------~------------~ 
-20 

-40 

-60 
0 0 . 2 0 . 4 0 .6 0 .8 1 1 . 2 1.4 1 6 1 8 2 

Tlme(sec) 

Control force ( N) 

::~ ; .... 

5 . ······· ...... 

0 ·. 

-5 
0 0 . 2 0.4 0 .6 0 .8 1 1 .2 1.4 1 .6 1 8 2 

Time( sec) 

Figure 3 -5 Simulation of the linearized system with feedback controller. 
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J 

-eo 
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1 5 

0.2 

10 

l 5 . .. 

0 

-5 
0 0 .2 

0.4 0.6 

.. 

. . .. .. 

0 .4 0 .6 

0 .8 1 1. 2 1.4 1 .6 1.8 2 
Time(sec) 

Control force (N ) 

.. .. . . 

0 .8 1 1 .2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2 
Time(sec) 

Figure 3-6 Simulation of the linearized system with fuzzy logic controller. 
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Figure 3-7 Simulation of the nonlinear system with feedback controller. 
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Figure 3-8 Simulation of the nonlinear system with fuzzy logic controller. 
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CHAPTER IV 

FUZZ¥ RULE BASED ROBOT CONTROLLER 

Obviously. the matrix algebraic method is very time consuming and 

expensive because of the generalized and pseudo inverse matrices involved. In 

case of simultaneous consideration of both types of restrictions. contradictions 

between them might arise which can't be solved easily. An approach for robot 

motion control which can eliminate the computational complexity of the inverse 

kinematics problem and avoid the difficulties of multi-criteria decisions is the 

use of fuzzy logic. The Cartesian distances. the angular change and the internal 

and external restrictions are interpreted as linguistic variables. A fuzzy rule 

base is formulated which can resolve the appropriate joint angles for multi

criteria considerations. 

4.1 Design of Fuzzy Logic Controller 

A fuzzy logic based robot controller is proposed to solve the inverse 

kinematics problem using fuzzy reasoning as shown in Figure 4- 1. The error 

between the desired and the actual Cartesian position is the input of the fuzzy 

rule based controller. The juzzifier maps physical variables measured by 

external sensors to fuzzy linguistic variables. A linguistic rule base provides the 

logical connection of various process conditions by using IF.. . THEN 

implications within rule inference. The dejuzzifler resolves the crisp physical 

variables from the outputs of the fuzzy inference. The fuzzy controller gives the 

joint angle change command to the robot which will lead the robot arm to the 

desired Cartesian position. 
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Desired 
Cartesian 
Positions 

+ 

Jotnt 
..------------------. Angle 

Cartesian 
Fuzzy rule based controller 

Actual Cartes1an Position 

Change 
Command 

Figure 4-1 Block Diagram of the Fuzzy Rule Based Controller 

Consider a planar redundant robot arm with 3 d.o.f. (Fig.4-2). 
dx 

y 

X 

Figure 4-2 A 3-link Redundant Robot Arm Configuration 

We get the end-effector position x(l) and y(l) from the forward kinematics: 

where 

x = l1 cos(81) + l2 cos(81 + 82 ) + l3 cos(81 + 82 + 83) 

y = l1 sin(81) + l2 sin(81 + 82 ) + l3 sin(81 + 82 + 83) 

The differential relationship is 

dx = A1d81 + A2d82 + A3d83 
dy = B1d81 + B2d82 + B3d83 
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A1 = -l1 sine, -l2 sin(e, + e 2 ) - l3 sin(e1 + e2 + e
3

) 

A 2 = -l2 sin(e1 + e2 )- l3 sin(e1 + e2 + e 3 ) 

A3 = -l3 sin(e1 + e2 + e3 ) 

B1 = l1 cos(e1) + Z2 cos(e1 + e2 ) + l3 cos(e1 + e2 + e3 ) 

B2 = Z2 cos(e1 + e2 ) + Z3 cos(e1 + e2 + e3 ) 

B 3 = l3 cos(e1 + e 2 + e3 ) 

(4.3) 

In order to move the end effector from the initial position to the desired 

position, we need to find out the angle change dei (i= 1 ,2,3). From the above 

equations. we know that there is a linear relationship between the joint angle 

change and the Cartesian position change for small joint angle deviation 

(dq<<l). So each angle change dei can be determined independently. First, 

consider de1 from the following equation: 

dx = A1de1 

dy = B1de1 
(4.4) 

dx and dy are the desired moves of the end effector along the X and Y 

axes. We can see that if dx (dy) is positive then de1 must be positive for 

positive A 1 (BJ) and negative for negative A 1 (Bl). Since Ai and Bi can be 

known from joint angle measurement via sensors and given robot link lengths, 

we let 

dx' = dx · sgn(A1) 

dy' = dy · sgn(B1) 
(4.5) 

where sgn(x) is the sign of the variable x. The above relationships can be 

simply interpreted as that if d.x' ( dy' ) is positive then de1 is positive. and if dx' 

( dy' ) is negative then de1 is nega tive. These relationships can be formulated 
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by introducing the linguistic variables and fuzzy logic rule base. Define dx', 

dy',de1 as the follO\ving linguistic variables: 

cL~'. dy', de1 ={NB.NS.ZE.PS.PB} (4.6) 

where NB. NS. ZE. PS and PB denote Negative Big. Negative Small. Zero. 

Positive Small. and Positive Big respectively. Their corresponding membership 

functions are shown in Figure 4-3. de1 is needed to be determined from dx' and 

dy'. By inspecting the fact that a positive de1 will cause a positive dx' as well 

as a positive dy' and a negative de1 will cause negative dx' and dy'. we can infer 

dx' 

dy' 

NB NS ZE PS PB 

xxrxx 
-.5 -.2 0 .2 .5 

NB NS ZE PS PB 

daiiX><JX)(\ 
-.06 -.04 -.02 0 .02 .04 .06 

Figure 4 -3 Membership functions 

1 

such fuzzy statements about de1 from desired dx' and dy' as: if dx' is positive 

big and d.y' is positive big then de1 s hould be positive big. if dx' is positive 

dy' 

Table 4- 1: Fuzzy rule base table 

dx' 

d81 NB NS ZE PS PB 

NB NB NB NB NS PS 

NS NB NS NS ZE PS 

ZE NB NS ZE PS PB 

PS NS ZE PS PS PB 

PB NS PS PB PB PB 
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small and dy' is negative small then d81 should be zero. Table 4-1 summarizes 

all the possible fuzzy statements. 

With d81 determined. d82 can be calculated from the following equation: 

Let 

dx- A1d81 = A2de2 

dy - B1d81 = B2d82 

dx"= sgn(A2 ) 0 (dx- A 1d9d 

dy"= sgn(B2 ) 0 (dy - B 2d82 ) 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

Similarly. we can define dx", dy" and d82 as linguistic variables with the 

same membership functions shown in Figure 4-3. Replacing dx' and dy' with 

d.x'' and dy" respectively in the fuzzy rule base. we can calculate d82 using the 

same fuzzy reasoning method. 

Finally. d82 is determined according to 

dx" I= sgn(A3 ) 0 (dx- A1d81 - A2de2) 

dyl I I= sgn(B3 ) · (dy- B1d81- B2d82l 
(4-9) 

With only 25 rules. we can easily solve the inverse kinematics problem. 

The same membership functions and fuzzy rules can be applied to an n-d.o.f 

redundant robot arm. When high d.o.f are considered. the computational 

effort can be dramatically reduced. 
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4.2 A Modifit>d FLC with regard to 
Internal and External Restrictions 

For an actual industrial robot. there are some internal restrictions. Each 

joint angle cannot exceed certain minimum boundaries qim and maximum 

boundaries qiM as shown in Figure 4-4. 

Figure 4-4 Internal Restrictions 

Let ~i denote the distance from the boundaries: 

(4-10) 

We want to keep each joint angle away from those boundaries. So a move 

toward the boundaries should be restricted somehow while a move toward the 

middle positions should not be so. A scaling factor hi is introduced to modify 

dei resolved from the fuzzy controller: 

~r 
hi = 1 - exp- 202 (1 + sgn(d~)) . (17) 

Obviously. when dSi and Si have the same sign. the angle movement is 

toward the boundaries . So dei should be scaled by hi (hi< 1) which is an 

increasing function of ~i. When dSi and ei have different signs. the angle 

movement is away from the boundaries. Since ht= 1. there will be no restriction 

on dei. 

With regard to external restrictions a rectangular obstacle shown in 

Figure 4-5 is considered [Palm 1992]. Let 
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Ts 
* 

Target 

X 

Figure 4-5 External restrictions 

s be the distance between the end-effector and the upper boundary of 

the obstacle. We can define s as a linguistic variable: s ={B. S} where BandS 

Table 4 -2 Fuzzy rule base for avoiding obstacle 

d91 NB NS 

NB NB NB 

NS NB NS 

dy' ZE NB NS 

PS NS ZE 
PB NS PS 

d91 NB NS 

NB ZE PS 

NS NS ZE 
dy' ZE NB NS 

PS NB NS 

PB NB NB 

if sis big: 

dx' 

ZE PS 

NB NS 

NS ZE 

ZE PS 

PS PS 

PB PB 

if s is small : 
dx' 

ZE PS 

PB PB 

PS PS 

ZE PS 

NS ZE 

NB NS 

PB 

PS 

PS 

PB 

PB 

PB 

PB 

PB 

PB 

PB 

PS 

ZE 

denote Big. and Small respectively. When s is big. the robot can be guided 

u sing the previous rule base. When the end-effector is close to the boundary of 

the external obstacle. i.e .. s is small. and any movement a long the negative y 

direction sh ould be restricted until the end-effector passes the right boundary. 
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Based on these facts. the fuzzy rules shown is Table 4.2 are defined to guide 

the robot arm to reach the target while avoiding the obstacle. 
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CHAPTERV 

SIMULATION RESULTS 

The fuzzy logic approach mentioned above was verified and compared 

With the matrix algebraic method discussed in Chapter II by simulating a 3-

link planar robot. The lengths of the links are all .6m. The internal restrictions 

qim and qiM are 

Figure 5-l and Figure 5-2 show the motion of the robot arm while 

tracking a user defmed straight line (x= 1.3) using the matrix algebraic method 

and fuzzy logic approach, respectively. It takes 600 iterations using the 

conventional method but only about 200 iterations using fuzzy logic. 

For obstacle avoidance using the conventional method, we have to 

predefine a trajectory by specifying some intermediate points to make the robot 

arm avoid the obstacle. But we cannot guaran.tee that none of the links Will hit 

the obstacle while folloWing the desired trajectory. Figure 5-3 shows that the 

robot arm fails to avoid the obstacle while trying to reach the target. The first 

link hits the obstacle. Figure 5-4 shows the simulation of obstacle avoidance 

using fuzzy logic. The robot arm is able to reach the target without hitting the 

rectangle obstacle. 

Figure 5-5 shows the target position control simulation using fuzzy 

logic. The robot arm was able to move from the initial position at Xo= l.lm, 

Yo=l.3m, to the desired position at Xo=-.5m, Yo=.2m exactly without 
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predefining the trajectory and solving the inverse kinematics problem. Also the 

angle movements are smoother than those in the conventional method . 

00 12 

Figure 5 - 1 Trajectory tracking using conventional method. 

08 12 

Figure 5 -2 Trajectory tracking using fuzzy logic. 
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Figure 5 -3 Obstacle avoidance using conventional method. 
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Figure 5-4 Obstacle avoidance using fuzzy logic. 
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Figure 5 -5 Target position control using fu zzy logic. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

We have proposed a model independent approach using fuzzy logic to 

resolve the joint angle motion which results in user defined end effector 

trajectories of the redundant robot arm. The complexity and computation 

burdens of the pseudo-inverse of the Jacobian matrix in the traditional method 

are avoided. The Cartesian distances. the angular change. internal and 

extemal restrictions are denoted as fuzzy terms. A fuzzy rule base is formulated 

which enables the robot arm to avoid the obstacles while following a desired 

path or trying to reach a target. This fuzzy logic approach can also be extended 

easily to a high d.o.f. robot arm. 

For further studies. we are going to implement other conventional 

methods such as iterative and geometric methods for multilink robot arm 

control and compare them with the fuzzy logic controller. Also. we are going to 

apply the fuzzy logic approach to robot arm dynamic control. 
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